Rainbow Riddles

Players: 6 or more

You need: chalkboard, chalk, paper, crayons, box

How to play: Players create and answer riddles to draw a rainbow.

- Each player chooses two words from Units 19–23 and writes two riddles for which the words are the answers. For example: “My end swims in the ocean. Altogether, I describe a thoughtless person.” (selfish) Players should write their riddles on slips of paper and put them in a box. Then all players sit in a circle.

- The first player picks a riddle, reads it, answers it, and spells the word on the chalkboard. If the answer and spelling are correct, that player begins a rainbow by coloring a red arc on a sheet of paper.

- Players take turns picking riddles, answering them, and adding colors (orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet) to the same rainbow drawing for each correct answer. Play ends when the rainbow drawing has all seven colors.

Both a river and a person can have this trait. (shallow)